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Lr% CURRENT TRENDS IN APPLIED LINGUISTICSre
BRAJ B. KACHRU, Professor, Department of Linguistics,

University of Illinois, UrbanaC:I

0. The scope of this paper is not as broad as the title suggests. I shallbriefly survey the present directions of the areas in which linguistic theoryhas been applied, and shall mainly concentrate on two specific points. First,I shall attempt to evaluate the role which contemporary linguistic modelsplay in some selected (see 3.1.) areas of what is termed applied linguistics.Second, I shall discuss the underlying theoretical controversies current in con-temporary linguistic research, and their manifestation in applied linguisticresearch without referring to the differences and/or similarities of the variouslinguistic models. I shall refer to already published literature for specializeddiscussion.

1. In linguistics the term applied is used in the same sense in which it isused in the behavioral sciences, or perhaps, pure sciences. The theoreticalframeworks which form the basis for the applied areas need not be identical,as the motivations and goals of different models vary, and accordingly shapea theory.'

1.1. The history of the linguistic sciences (i.e., general linguistics andgeneral phonetics) shows that the concepts of theory and applied theory havebeen closely integrated. The applied aspects have been largely responsible forinfluencing the formulation of linguistic theories. Clearly, this was the casein America (especially between 1930 and 1950) and in Britain. In America,anthropological research led to linguistic research, while in Britain the studyof 'exotic' Asian languages was done primarily for pragmatic reasons (e.g.,administrative, and diplomatic).2
1.2. The last three decades have been years of intense and fruitful think-VSIK, ing in linguistics. There have been two main results of this period. First,sathe development of structuralism, associated with Bloomfield and his followers.°This approach was based on what is termed "behaviorism" and "operational-%,,, ism" and contributed methodological precision. Second, the more recent de-velopments, especially the transformational model,4 have contributed deepinsights into language behavior in general,5 and highly formalized descrip-tions of a large variety of languages have been made avaliable. The aim is toarrive at the universals of languages.

C*3 2. The new insights of contemporary linguistics are naturally reflectedin the applied areas of linguistics. At present, however, things are uncertainand the attitude is one of skepticism more than of satisfaction, especially inthe areas of linguistics and language teaching. The following remarks ofChomsky are typical of this new thinking.° "I am, frankly, rather skepticalabout the significance, for the teaching of languages, of such insights and
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1.

understanding as have been attained in linguistics and psychology . . . it is
difficult to believe that either linguistics or psychology has achieved a level of
theoretical understanding that might enable it to support a "technology" of
language teaching."

2.1. By contemporary linguistics I mean the breakthrough in linguistic
theory which was first seriously noticed in 1957. This was a crucial year in
the sense that two important works were published during that year, i.e., N.
Chomsky's Syntactic Structures.' and J. R. Firth', Papers in Linguistics 1934-
1951.8 I will not go into detail to show in what sense these two were signif-
icant; but it must be emphasized here that these two works introduced two
distinct concepts, or, as the authors would like to claim, the renewed two
distinct approaches to language.

It is interesting that though both the Chomskians and the Firthians were
critical of the structuralist approach to language, their own attitudes toward
a linguistic theory were diametrically opposed. (See 2.2. and 2.3.). On the
one hand. Chomsky emphasized the competence of a speaker-hearer which
enables him to produce and comprehend an infinite number of sentences with
a finite set of rules. On the other hand, Firth wanted to develop a "spectrum"
of linguistic "meanings" (or "functions") in order to describe, and analyze
in linguistic terms, the uses of a languge in different sociocultural settings. He
used the Malinowskian concept of the context of situation as a relevant, and
perhaps important linguistic level.

2.2. It should be noted here that these two schools were reacting against
the antimentalistic (or behavioristic) theory of the structuralists. In this
reaction they viewed the goals of linguistics differently. In the first case, a
linguist is formally reconstructing a native speaker's knowledge of his lan-
guage. In the second ease, a linguist is observing and describing the linguistic
features of situationally or "contextually" determined language types. In
other words, one is interested in the investigation of linguistic competence and
the other in linguistic performance.°

2.3. The distinction between a competence - oriented, and a performance-
oriented approach is crucial, both theoretically and methodologically. It is
important that the current trends in applied linguistics be viewed within this
theoretical framework of contemporary linguistics. It is possible to use this
dichotomy to account for most of the current linguistic models (e.g., tagme-
mics, scale and category, stratificational).

The emphasis on competence in one approach and performance in the
other approach has some methodological implications, too. It is claimed that
another dichotomy can be used to separate these models, i.e., data-oriented and
model-(or theory) oriented. It has, however, been argued that this dichotomy
is very arbitrary."

3. In contemporary linguistics, then, the term applied is controversial in
two ways. First, its ontological status as a distinct area is still being discussed.
Second, if the status of applied linguistics is accepted, the areas of applica-
tion are debated."

3.1. The term applied is either used in a very restricted sense, or it
covers all those areas where language is relevant, however remotely. It is
the restricted use of the term which has made the area of applied linguistics
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suspect. For a long time, on both sides of the Atlantic, the term appliedlinguistics was equated with language teaching and/or learning. a is exactlythis area where linguists think that at the present stage of our knowledge, the
uses of linguistics are doubtful. (See 4.1.). In a wider sense one can includethe following areas under applied linguistics.

1. The areas which are relevant to language teaching operations atdifferent levels, e.g., stylistics, contrastive analysis, comparative de-scriptive studies, language-contact, translation.
2. The interdisciplinary areas e.g., psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics.
3. The areas which are not of immediate interest to a language teacher,

e.g., computational linguistics, mathematical linguistics.
4. In order to present the recent trends in applied linguistics I shallconcentrate on the following four areas since these are of direct interest to alanguage teacher and/or learner.
1. language pedagogy ;

2. stylistics ;

3. theory of translation ;

4. contrastive analysis.
4.1. Language Pedagogy : In current literature this aspect of appliedlinguistics has become most controversial. There are two basic questionswhich are asked. First, what is the relationship between general linguistics andlanguage teaching? Second, what is the status of the terms scientific andtheory in language teaching so far as linguistics is concerned?
The answer to the first question is that In most of the works which claimto be 'linguistically oriented', the goals of linguistic description have fol-lowed a trend in linguistics which is already outdated.12 The questions theyask do not seek deep answers, and, one could argue that such an approach isa step backwards. It has been shown that the "traditionalists" such as Jes-persen, Henry Sweet, etc., had deep insights into languag' behavior, and inaddition to that have much to offer to a language teacher. In the linguisticmodel which the structuralists follow, two things are crucial, i.e., segmentationand nonmentalism. It has been shown that both linguistically and psycho-logically this approach is inadequate. The limitations of the phoneme-orienteddescriptions have succinctly been shown by Chonasky, Haile, and also theFirthians and neo-Firthians." And, what is more important, the arguments infavor of mentalism (and against behaviorism) have shown that mentalism is

a crucial concept from the point of view of linguistic behavior in general andlanguage acquisition in particu'ar."
There are now two interrelated questions : Why is the role of structurallinguistics doubtful in language pedagogy ? And, what was its contributionto this area? Note that the following concepts which are repeatedly emphasizedby the structuralists are not different from the "common-sense" view oflanguage teaching, and are also found in the standard 'traditional' works :
1. that the spoken medium is primary and the written medium is sec-ondary ;
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2- that language is a structured activity ;

3. that language has 'varieties' ;
4. that language has 'levels'.

Clearly, these are very superficial procedural questions. This was im-
mediately realized by linguists. Consider, for e::ample, the following state-
ment of John B. Carroll :15 "There has been a rash of papers on the impli-
cations of linguistics for the teaching of English, the teaching of reading,
the teaching of foreign languages, and so on. In ft ct, the idea that linguistics
has much to contribute to educational problems h the 'language arts' has be-
come almost embarrassingly fashionable. One's e mbarrassment comes from
the fact that despite certain very definite and posit ive contributions that lin-
guistics can make to these endeavors, these contribut ons are of relatively small
extent."

The structuralists, then, have no answer to the following basic questions
posed by the language teacher. First, what is the underlying knowledge of
a native speaker? Second, how is that knowledge used by a speaker? And
third, how does a native speaker acquire this knowledge ? That is, what is the
process of development from an infant speaker to a fluent adult speaker?

In current linguistic literature one finds that attempts are made to seek
answers to these crucial questions. In one school of linguistics it is claimed
that only through a mentalistic approach can these questions be answered.1°
And by rejecting mentalism, the scope of both lingubitics and language teach-
ing is restricted. It is argued that (a) the structuralists fail to account for
all the facts of linguistic structures, because their theories are not concerned
with the mental capacities and processes of speakers of natural languages ;
(b) the linguistic facts can not be covered fully unless mental concepts are
included in linguistic theories. The claim is made that mentalistic theories
account for all those facts which are accounted for in taxonomix theories,
and in addition account for many more facts where taxonomic theories fail.

A detailed discussion on linguistics and language teaching from the trans-
formational standpoint can be found in two recent papers by Chomsky.17 In
Britain, it seems that the over-enthusiasm about the role of linguistics in. the
classroom, which was evident after 1955, has subsided. In a recent book on
the linguistic sciences and language teaching, it is made clear that "the place
for both phonetics and linguistics is behind the classroom teacher, in the
training that he received for his job as a teacher, in the preparation of the
syllabus according to which his teaching program is organized, and in the
preparation of the teaching materials of all kinds that he makes use of in
class. These are the points at which the linguistic sciences affect language
teaching. "18

It is perhaps evident then that in 'linguistically oriented' language
teaching, we are not much more advanced now than we were in 1899 when
Henry Sweet wrote :1° "In fact, things are altogether unsettled both as regards
methods and textbooks. This is a good sign : it gives a promise of the sur-
vival of the fittest. Anything is better than artificial uniformity enforced
from without."

4.2. Stylistics : The term stylistics is used for that area of linguistics
which is concerned with the formal analysis of literary texts. It is in this
area that the applications of linguistics hold good promise.
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The term style hay, a wide variety of uses. A formal stylistic analysis isessentially concerned with the language features of a text, as against thenonformal analysis in which the emphasis is an thought, effect, and otheraesthetic concepts. In linguistic terms, literary style implies selection andordering of different patterns at different linguistic levels. These formalchoices are realized in certain style-features e.g., limber, involved, staccato,mellow, complicated, etc. These are the labels given to the formal features byliterary critics. Thus, a linguistic analysis of style contributes precision andrigor to certain vaguely used and seldom defined style-features. These toolsare of special value in comparative stylistics, say, for example, in a compari-son of the features of Tennyson's and Browning's poetry, or Faulkner's andHenry James' prose.
In formal terms, attempts have been made to define style in distribu-tional2° terms, and as the deviation 21 from the norm. No definition has beenfinally accepted.
A stylistic analysis does not imply that a formal analysis is an adequatesubstitute for the work of the literary critic. On the other hand, what astylistic analysis accomplishes is to provide a more objective analysis of thetext which the literary critic may use. A linguist attempts to capture andformalize the stylistic-intuition of the speakers of a language (or the readersof a text). The difficulty, however, is that stylistic-intuition (like other in-tuitions) varies and may not easily be generalized.
The aim of stylistic analysis, then, is to formalize those subjective and/orobjective concepts which can be accounted for within the gener, .1 frameworkof the description of a language.22
There is greater unanimity among different linguistic schools on the ap-plications of linguistics to literary texts than on other areas of application.Note, however, that the emphasis and presentation varies according to theunderlying linguistic mode1.23

4.3. Theory of Translation: The concept of translation as it is under-stood in linguistics, involves establishing formal 'equivalence' in two lan-guages, usually designated as the source-language (SL), and the targetlanguage (TL). The formal equivalence does not imply a one-to-one car-resp ,idence since formally two languages are seldom the same. Formal equiva-lence basically applies to the grammatical, lexical and semantic levels. Cat-ford24 has attempted to stretch it to the graphemic and phonetic/phono-logical levels, too. The usefulness of graphemic equivalence in terms oftranslation is of doubtful value, except perhaps for comparative graph-ology. There is, however, no evidence that comparative graphology can beused with any special advantage in script teaching except in a very superficialsense. The notion of a phonetic/phonological 'translation' may, however, pro-vide us with some clues for the translation of poetry, and the devices used for`musicality' in different languages may be captured in more rigorous terms.In the area of translation, Catford claims, following the scale and cate-gory model, that "any theory of translation must draw upon a theory oflanguagea general linguistic theory. 725
The most exhaustive treatment of this area with copious examples andtheoretical discussion are given in Nida's2° recent book. His aim is to "pro-vide something which would not only be solidly based on contemporary de-velopments in the fields of linguistics, anthropology, and psychology, but
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I.

would also relate to the specific area of Bible translating and to the wider
activity of translating in general. "27 In adopting an underlying linguistic
model, Nida shows preference for the transformational model, since, he argues,
"one of the distinct advantages of transformational technique is the greater
facility whereby ambiguous expressions can be analyzed and described. "28

4.3.1. A theory of translation aims at finding 'equivalence' in the struc-
tures and systems of two languages. It is not possible to give detailed examples.
here to show how this is done at different linguistic levels. Consider, for
instance, the deictic demonstratives in IIindi, English, Kashmiri and Scots
(N.E. dialects). In these four languages, the system works as follows :

1. Hindi and English have four-term systems, i.e.,

Hindi English

sing. plural sing. plural

yeh veh ye ye 'his that these those

2. N. E, Scots dialects have a three-term system, i.e.,

this that yon
...._

3. Kashmiri has an eleven-term system, i.e.,

Masculine Feminine

Sing. plural Sing. plural

yi
hu
su

yim
hum
tim

yi
ho
so

yime
her me
time

In Hindi and English the choice is between number, and in Kashmiri both
number and gender are involved. This is just one example of what the
`equivalence' involves. The formal equivalence naturally has semantic impli-
cations, too.

The research on the use of linguistic models in the theory of translation
may provide useful insights into the translation of creative writing, the trans-
lation of technical and/or nontechnical registers, or machine translation.
The problems in translation do not merely involve 'equating' the formal
categories, they also involve finding 'identical' registers and styles in the lan-
guages under discussion. In the translation of creative writing, the notion
of style-range or register-range is crucial. For example, in translating Othello
into Hindi, there is the basic problem of deciding upon the style-range in
Hindi which Shakespeare gives to his characters in English. This is not always
easy as Hindi does not hav as large a style-range as English.



4.4. Contrastive Analysis: The basic framework of contrastive analysis
has developed out of comparative (descriptive) linguistics, and the notion of
transfer grammar.29

The underlying notions in contrastive analysis are not new for trained
language teachers. In second and/or foreign language teaching what happens
is that a new set of linguistic rules is introduced (or superimposed) on the
linguistic rules learned by a person for his first language. The superimposed
rules may either be completely deviant from the rules of his first language,
or they may be partially shared. In such a situation, the first language is
rarely affected ; usually it is the second language which is seen through the
linguistic 'grid' of first language. There is thus interference from one lan-
guage into another. This interference manifests itself at different levels in
different degrees depending upon the languages under discussion. There
are references to this process in earlier books on language teaching.3° What
the linguists have done is to take specific languages and focus their atten-
tion on the shared and nonshared items ; that is, on the probable areas of
interference

The uses of contrastive analysis may further be extended for teaching
`educated' or 'standard' speech to a dialect speaker. It is difficult to say
how successful this pedagogical device is in the actual classroom.

5. The above discussed applications of the linguistic sciences presup-
pose that a teacher has adequate linguistic sophistication to handle the ma-
terials. This takes us back to the basic question : are the applications of the
linguistic theories so powerful that a teacher should be trained in the lin-
guistic sciences in any serious sense? The current linguistic literature does not
provide an answer to this crucial question. The main reason is that the
past decade has been essentially a period of theoretical discussions. Applied
linguistics is still in its infancy and its offerings are very fragmentary. The
reason perhaps is that as yet the theoretical foundations are not firmly es-
tablished. It is a healthy sign that both theoretical linguistics and applied
linguistics are full of questions. The answers to these questions will determine
the future directions in applied linguistics.
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